THE CLASSIC METHOD OF DETERMINING THE CYLINDERS UNFOLDINGS
The calculation of the cylinders unfoldings has many practical applications, especially in the connecting of the pipes of equal or different diameters. Thus in the Figure 1 is represented the intersection curve between the C 1 (D = 40 mm) and C 2 (d = 14 mm)cylinders [1] [2] [3] .
Figure 1. The intersection curve between the cylinders
The intersection curve is determined at the intersection of the generators from the A, B, ..., H and M, N, ..., R points. The elements required to construct the unfolding are in real-time purge because the cylinder generators are parallel to the projection planes.
The unfolding of the C 1 cylinder (Figure 2 ) is a rectangle whose sides are the length of the cylinder base circle, D and the length of the generator. For transposing on the cylinder unfolding of the intersection curve, the generators from the R, Q, P, N, and M points are represented on the unfolding, measuring on the side equal with the length of the base circle, RQ = rq, QP = qp, ... , NM = nm.
On the perpendiculars of these points (cylinders generators) are the 1,2, ..., 8 points belonging to the intersection curve, measuring on the vertical projection the segments r'1 '= R1, q'6' = Q6, ... The C2 cylinder unfolding starts by drawing the base circle unfolding that is d ( Figure  3) . After dividing this segment into equal parts, because for the representation of the generators the base circle was also divided into equal parts, from the repeating points rises perpendiculars to which the g'2 '= G2, f'7' = F7, ..., a'4 '= A4 segments are measured.
By joining these points, the second cylinder unfolding is developed.
ANALYTICAL METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE INTERSECTION CURVES OF THE CYLINDERS
Ox and Oz axes are considered as coordinate axes for the vertical projection like in Figure 4 [4, 5] . Unfolding designing involves the following phases: -enumeration of the curve equations resulting from the intersections of the unfolded surfaces; -enumeration of the equations of the transformations through the unfolding of the intersection curves. 
The equations of the cylinders, expressed in the reference systems chosen, are:
( 4 ) Taking the P (p, p ') point of coordinates x and z in the purge and xd and zd in unfolding, we will have:
The calculation of the unfolding of the intersection curve of the C 2 cylinder
The equation of the intersection curve of the C 1 cylinder is obtained by applying the equations (1, 2) to the equation (5):
so:
By replacing the cylinder data, we obtain the following curve ( Figure 5 ).
Automatic o AspectRati
The equation of the unfolding curve of the C 2 cylinder is obtained by applying the (10, 11) relations to the ( By applying the two methods, namely descriptive geometry and mathematical calculus, we get about the same curves. The mathematical computation is much more accurate. 
